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M. Nair has pointed out that the arguments presented in Section 2.5 
of [l] lead, not to the inequality (2.5.9) as asserted, but to one weaker by 
an additional factor x in the last term. However, the ideas of [l] are sufficient 
to establish, in place of (2.5.9) the (not substantially weaker) result 
.<F<, N(x, p”) log p = 0 (4 + -a log w2). (2.5.9)* 
This is sufficient for the applications made in Cl]. Here N(x, I) is the number 
of solutions of 
f(r, s) = 0, mod I; 1 < r, s < X, 
f being a homogeneous polynomial irreducible over the integers. 
Arguing as in [l], to prove (2.5.9)* it is enough to show 
c logp w m& p2 l/Ml = WY log YY’“>~ 
P<Y 
(1) 
where f(~, 1) = 0, mod p2 and (r. , so) is that solution of 
r,, 3 wsO, modp2; (St3 > PI = 1 
that minimizes M, = max(i r, /, / s, I}. Apply the previous argument only to 
those p for which M, < (y/logy) lj2. Thus these contribute to (2.5.9)* 
an amount 
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The contribution of the other primes p to (1) is more directly estimated as 
0 c logp 1 
( P<Y w,mod p2 
This proves (2.5.9)*. 
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